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Week in the markets:
Currencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued Sterling weakness holds?
Chinese CNH currency manipulation against the majors still in place to negate tariff
effects?
US Dollar gone flat at current levels?
Euro weakening further?
Commodity currencies a mixed bag: CAD strong, ZAR, AUD, NZD weak.
Emerging Markets still taking a hit with few exceptions e.g. Mexican Peso.

Cryptocurrencies:
•

Consolidation mode still the flavour in cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin flirting with $8000.

Scheduled news events:
Busier week ahead: Japan interest rates early hours Tuesday – expected to stay the same at 0.1%. US Rates Wednesday -expected to stay the same at <2%. UK Rates Thursday –
expected to increase to 0.75% on a 3-0-6 vote. Week rounded off with US Non-Farms on
Friday.

FX Major Traded Pairs Summary:

FX Technical Levels:

Info: Levels are based on Fibonacci, Ichimoku and other technical tools to create a guide for support and resistance areas.
Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from daily & weekly charts

FX Majors Heikin Ashi Daily charts + Ichimoku:

US Dollar Index Watch:
US Dollar Index Daily Chart:
How to use:
The US Dollar
index is a
basket of key
currencies
against the
USD. The Index
gives a good
guide to the
strength or
weakness of the
USD versus
these other
currencies.
(JPY,CAD,GBP,
SEK,CHF,EUR).
NB. It can also
be traded as a
futures
contract.

Comment:
Holding around the 94/95 area. Momentum mixed. Still maintaining the upside.

FX Majors Currency Strength:

Weak

JPY,
GBP,
NZD,

Neutral

CHF,
AUD,
EUR,

Strong

USD,
CAD,

How to use:
Data is based off weekly and daily currency strength quantitative analysis to present a ‘feel’ for the longer term sentiment
(over the week ahead) strength and weakness levels in the major currencies.

Currency Strength Indicator:
Key:

How to use: To compliment the FX Majors Currency Strength page, the indicator gives a historical and graphical perspective on a
currencies strength. Based on the 4hr charts, allowing the user to ascertain trends, change in trends and pockets of support and
resistance in these currencies.

Sterling Watch:
Pound – continuing weakness against most of the majors. Strong vs CNH, but that’s because of deliberate Chinese
currency weakening..

How to use: These are all 4hr Heikin Ashi charts over the last month to gauge an opinion on the strength of the GBP versus the other
major currencies. The key to this analysis is to try and see if GBP is generally strong or weak across the 8 pairs to give you a clue for the
overall health and possible direction of GBP.

FX Major Charts :

Charts of interest this week – the longer term view: NZDUSD daily chart:

NZDUSD: Looks to be the weaker of the commodity majors currently. If US Dollar strength takes hold then there
could be further downside for this pair? Sitting on a Fibonacci zone at 0.68 and been moving sideways over July, next
downsides could see 0.66 then 0.63 targeted? Upsides 0.69? (NZDUSD can be found on FxPro and Core Spreads)

FX Emerging Markets Charts:
Charts of interest this week – the longer term view: USDMXN:

USDMXN: The Peso - one of the strongest currencies at the moment, and could be further strengthened by the
resolution of NAFTA trade negotiations. Its been fighting hard against a strong USD and is coming into resistance
around the mid 18’s. Further downsides could see mid 17’s targeted in the nearer term? If US strength takes hold
then 19.2 then 20.2 could be on the cards?(USDMXN can be found on FxPro)

FX Big Impact News:
How to use:
About
Economic
News:
Each week
major
economic
news comes
out from
around the
globe that can
have a serious
impact on the
currency
markets.
The most
important
news (in our
opinion) is
listed
here…………..

Cryptocurrency Analysis:

Bitcoin briefly back in the $8000’s last week – cryptocurrency complex still looks like it is in consolidation mode with Bitcoin being the
current pick of the bunch?.
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